
 
 

 
DAY ONE – Friday 7th November 2014 

09.45 – 10.00 REGISTRATION & REFRESHMENTS 
 
10.00 – 10.30 Introduction to workshop by Mia Bays, group intro. 
 
10.30 – 11.30  Kate Bradford from Showfilmfirst.com talks about online communities and word of mouth 

marketing. 
 
11.30 – 12.00  Setting the Scene – The International Marketplace. Box office, trends, events 
 What does the world look like now for film? With Mia Bays.  
 
12.00 – 12.15 BREAK 
 
12.15 – 13.00 Film Distribution Consultant Andrew Woodyatt discusses social media strategy for film.  
 
13.00 – 14.00 LUNCH BREAK 
 
14.00 – 15.15 A Look at UK Distribution – with Distribution and Marketing Expert Kate Gerova. 

Includes dealing with exhibitors, film festival strategy, marketing/PR essentials and reading 
box office numbers. 

 
15.15 – 15.30 BREAK 
 
15.30 – 16.15  Anna Morley from Pulse Films presents the UK and international release strategies and 

outcomes of their recent films 20,000 DAYS ON EARTH, THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS and 
other prime music docs with international reach. 

 
16.15 – 17.30  Jason Wood is Head of Programming at Curzon Cinemas, and one of the UK's leading 

cinema bookers. He discusses exhibition in the UK. 
 
17.30 – 18.30 NETWORKING DRINKS AT LFS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Selling, Marketing & Distributing Film: 
The Process, Demystified with Mia Bays 
 
 



DAY TWO – Saturday 8th November 2014 
 
9.45 – 10.00 REFRESHMENTS 
 
10.00 – 10.45 International Sales with Mia Bays. The key players and how the international business 

model works. Includes deal tips, delivery advice and case studies. 
 
11.00 – 11.15  BREAK 
 
11.15 – 13.00 Audience of the Mind – Exhibition and Audience expert Pete Buckingham discusses how to 

define your audience and define strategy to reach them. 
  
13.00 – 13.30 LUNCH BREAK 
  
13.30 – 15.15 Preview Screening: BACKSTREET BOYS: SHOW ‘EM WHAT YOU’RE MADE OF  
 (Director Stephen Kijak, Produced by Mia Bays for Pulse Films) 
 
15.15 – 15.30 BREAK 
 
15.30 – 16.00 Case Study (International) – BACKSTREET BOYS: SHOW ‘EM WHAT YOU’RE MADE OF 
 
16.00 – 17.00 Genre – Acclaimed writer/director (THE INFIDEL, SONG OF SONGS) Josh Appignanesi 

discusses genre and how to think about this crucial marketing aspect holistically, defining it 
as you progress through every stage. 

 
17.00 – 17.30 SUMMARY AND CLOSE OF DAY TWO – Discussion and Q&A with Mia to pull all the topics 

together and to invite your own project-specific questions. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

BIOGRAPHY – Mia Bays 
 
MIA BAYS is an Oscar winning twice BAFTA nominated creative producer working across fiction and docs, with a 
proven track record of launching careers with over 22 years experience in film on over 50 features. 
 
Mia has produced SIX SHOOTER the Oscar winning film by Martin McDonagh, EX MEMORIA by Josh Appignanesi 
the BIFA nominated short film of 2007 ; acclaimed music doc SCOTT WALKER 30 CENTURY MAN featuring David 
Bowie, Jarvis Cocker and Damon Albarn by Stephen Kijak, with whom she’s just completed BACKSTREET BOYS – 
SHOW EM WHAT YOURE MADE OF which will premiere in January 2015 on over 1500 screens worldwide. 
 
From 2007-14 Mia has made 8 micro budget features as Creative Producer for the acclaimed Film London BBC 
Films Microwave scheme, including one of the most acclaimed UK debuts of 2008, SHIFTY by Eran Creevy which 
won Best Script at Stockholm Film Festival and garnered a BAFTA nomination for Best Debut 2010, and the 
forthcoming LILTING starring Ben Whishaw which opened Sundance Film Fest 2014 World Dramatic section and 
sold to over 16 territories inc Scandinavia and North America (Strand). LILTING has been on release since Aug 8 
in UK via Artificial Eye/Curzon Cinemas and grossed £160,000 from a small number of screens garnered strong 
critical reaction and several BIFA 2014 nominations including Best Debut. 
 
Films for 2014/15 are the first feature doc on The Backstreet Boys for Pulse Films, Reteaming with director  
Stephen Kijak ; ‘WITHIN’ an original feature script by Jay Basu reteaming him with actor Johnny Harris, and  
a slate of U.S set projects with the crème de la crème of U.S indie filmmakers such as an Untitled project  
with Sundance alumni Matt Porterfield, on his 4th U.S feature ; a gonzo thriller with Sundance winner John  
Maringouin WHITE CROSS written and to be directed by Stephen Kijak. 
 
www.miafilms.co.uk 
@miafilms (Twitter) 
info@miafilms.co.uk  
www.filmlondon.org.uk/microwave  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.miafilms.co.uk/
mailto:info@miafilms.co.uk
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JASON WOOD 
Director of Programming, Curzon Cinemas, www.curzoncinemas.com  
 
Jason has been responsible for all moving image content programming at Curzon Cinemas since 2006 along 
with the publishing of the Curzon Magazine. He is also an author of books on Nick Broomfield, Mexican Cinema 
and Road Movies. His writing has appeared in The Guardian, Sight and Sound and Little White Lies.  
 
After being one of the UK’s leading cinema programmers at Picturehouse and then Curzon Cinemas, he just 
announced that he is joining HOME Manchester in the newly-created role of Artistic Director: Film. As a joint 
appointment with Manchester Metropolitan University, supported by the BFI, Wood also takes the position of 
Research Professor of Film at Manchester School of Art, Manchester Metropolitan University.   
 
At HOME, Wood will programme the best in international, contemporary cinema as well as commissioning, 

curating and encouraging cross-art form collaboration in conjunction with his co-artistic directors. The film 

programme at HOME will embrace the evolving the role of cinema space as an environment in which live 

performance and cross art events can play an increasingly important role.  

In his new role, Wood will lead on film programming in this distinctive new venue and build upon the track 

record of Cornerhouse as both one of the most successful independent cinemas in the UK and the leading UK 

producer of Artist Film. Cornerhouse became one of nine leading BFI Film Audience Network Hubs earlier this 

year, a position which will transfer to HOME. As a leading BFI Film Hub, HOME will work actively with the BFI 

and regional partners, to bring diverse, specialised and independent British and international film to audiences.  

 
KATE BRADFORD  
Showfilmfirst Founder, www.showfilmfirst.com  
 
Showfilmfirst work with the UK’s film distributors to organize preview film screenings for target audiences. 
These tickets are completely free and anyone can register to receive invites. So, what’s the catch, we hear you 
ask? There isn’t one; but it does help to understand how cinema exhibition works – something which you, as a 
film lover and a Showfilmfirst member, can help shape. 
 
The best films are the ones that fully understand their target audience. Does your Bruce-Willis-Vin-Diesel loving 
other half really want to be dragged along to the latest Almodovar movie? Would your granny’s new pacemaker 
stand up to the thrills of the new Evil Dead remake? Ok, some might, but generally it’s a big No! The proven 
best recommendation for a film is word-of-mouth, and the film distributors want the people they think will 
most love a film to see it – and to tell all their friends about it. 
 
So being a Showfilmfirst member is not only a great opportunity but also a privilege. You are a Very Important 
Person to the industry. It’s your reaction and feedback that matters. Remember Charlie and the golden ticket? 
You hang on to it and don’t share it with anybody! Why? Because the distributor thinks YOU will enjoy this film, 
not your brother or your auntie or your boss. Wrong audiences generate wrong feedback, and wrong feedback 
means preview screenings won’t work. So please, don’t share voucher codes. The best thing you can do, when 
you’re recommending this great little film you’ve seen, is tell them you heard about it through Showfilmfirst 
and that if they sign-up they’ll get to hear about free screenings for films they’d enjoy too.  
 
Showfilmfirst are a small team who have been organizing preview screenings since 2003 – over nine million 
tickets, in fact! With over one million registered users, we couldn’t invite everyone to every screening, even if 
we wanted to. We know people don’t fit neatly into boxes. We understand that you might have a bit of a thing 
for Justin Bieber, but it’s always going to be your teenage daughter and her friends that his film is aimed at – 
the target audience. Film is a business at the end of the day and better box office takings mean more films get 
made, and so more films for you to see. We know there might be some you like but don’t receive an invite for, 
but just think about it from the distributor’s point of view – would you really rave about your secret guilty film 

http://www.curzoncinemas.com/
http://www.showfilmfirst.com/


pleasure to the ladies at your cake decorating class? No, neither would we. Don’t worry, there will be plenty of 
other invites pinging their way into your inbox, ones you’ll be happy to shout about. 
 
So, free films for film lovers, lending your voice and helping shape cinema exhibition in the UK, that’s what it’s 
all about. Don’t be the weak link in the cinema chain. And it’s not just film. 
 
We also get occasional shows, concerts and other events. This may be due to ticket cancellations or, as with 
film, the producers simply want to spread positive word of mouth. Whatever the reason, it means more 
opportunities for you, ranging from musicals to magic shows, modern dance to mime, comedy to pop concerts. 
Tickets for these are limited and often appeal to specific audiences, so please think before you respond if the 
event would really be for you, particularly if you’ve heard about it through the Showfilmfirst newsletter or 
Twitter/Facebook pages. It’s a great way of trying something new but if you do go and find it’s not to your taste, 
it doesn’t necessarily mean it’s a bad show, so please take this into consideration when telling people about it. 
 
JOSH APPIGNANESI  
Writer-Director, www.joshappignanesi.com  
 
SONG OF SONGS, Josh’s debut feature as writer-director with co-writer Jay Basu, was an austere psychological 
dissection of religious desire starring Natalie Press. It garnered acclaim including awards at Edinburgh and 
London and a BIFA nomination. Josh then directed indie comedy THE INFIDEL, scripted by David Baddiel and 
starring Omid Djalili, Richard Schiff, Matt Lucas, Miranda Hart, distributed globally to acclaim and festival 
awards. 
 
Josh has also directed talent such as John Malkovich, Tom Hiddleston, David Tennant, Sarah Kestelman and 
Michelle Dockery, and collaborated with artist Martin Creed among others, working across TV documentary, 
shorts, and features.  
 
He is currently developing new features at Left Bank/Sony, Wall To Wall and Paradox with writers including Tim 
Firth and Naomi Alderman. He is writing commissioned screenplays in the US and UK, and also completing a 
feature documentary. Josh’s romcom screenplay ALL ROADS LEAD TO ROME is currently shooting with Sarah 
Jessica Parker in the lead role (due for release in 2015).  
 
He has taught and mentored at the London Film School, Arista, Script Factory, Film London’s Microwave, 
Guardian Masterclasses, and the Met Film School among others.  
 
KATE GEROVA  
Creative Director, Marketing & Distribution Expert, Birds Eye View/Curzon, www.birds-eye-view.co.uk  
 
Joined Birds Eye View as Creative Director in Spring 2013 after a stint at one of the UK's leading distribution 
companies, Soda Pictures, where she was Head of Distribution for 8 years. Following her BA in Cultural Studies 
from the Norwich School of Art & Design, Kate worked in corporate PR before becoming involved in film 
marketing and distribution. She subsequently co-directed Short Circuit Films, where she specialised in the 
promotion of award winning shorts. 
 
PETE BUCKINGHAM  
 
Thinker, strategist analyst and doer in film and media, with particular focus on connecting audiences with 
creative work. His work has covered all aspects of production, distribution and exhibition and includes high-
profile projects, including the creation of the world’s first Digital Screen Network (DSN) in the UK and the 
pioneering Find Any Film website. 30 years in the private and public sectors has offered a broad overview of the 
issues and challenges facing individual artists, businesses and organisations in maximising reach to, and 
engagement with, audiences and consumers. Skilled communicator, who speaks and teaches around the world 
on how best to reach audiences in this changing world. 
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THE LAST DECADE - Spent mainly in the public sector as Head Of Distribution and Exhibition at the UK Film 
Council and then the BFI.  Headed numerous and groundbreaking initiatives such as digitising UK cinemas, 
marketing support for independent films, disabled access schemes, support for community cinemas, setting up 
of Film Clubs in UK Schools, transformative  for key UK film festivals and digital innovation schemes. Sits on 
leading business, policy and advisory boards for bodies including the European Digital Cinema Forum, Cinema 
First  (to promote cinema going in the UK), Film Club, Power To The Pixel, European Think Tank, the film search 
engine Find Any Film.  Speaker at many events such as Producers Network in Cannes, International Copyright 
Technology Conference (ICOTEC) in South Korea, London Screenwriter's Festival, Edinburgh Film Festival. 
Visiting lecturer at Royal Holloway(University of London), Media Business School in Spain, National Film and 
Television School, London Film School. 
 
PRIVATE SECTOR - Worked from the ground up, starting as in cinemas as 35mm projectionist. Since then has 
worked in almost every possible position in film distribution and exhibition. Key management roles include 
Deputy Chief Executive of FilmFour Limited, named Video Distributor of the Year.  Prior to FilmFour, MD of 
Chris Blackwell’s Oasis Cinemas, building up a specialised cinema chain. Also worked as Director of Film 
Distribution for Richard Branson’s Virgin Vision heading up all the Distribution activities for Virgin Vision as it 
was then. 
 
PULSE FILM & TV - www.pulsefilms.com  
 
Pulse has produced multiple award-winning films including LCD Soundsystem documentary Shut Up and Play 
the Hits, Paramount Pictures released film about Katy Perry, Part of Me, Blur documentary No Distance Left to 
Run and Werewolves Across America. Forthcoming theatrical releases include 20,000 Days on Earth starring 
Nick Cave, The Possibilities Are Endless with Edwyn Collins, and Who is Dayani Cristal? starring Gael García 
Bernal. As a distributor Pulse is set to release the Kevin Smith endorsed dark comedy The Dirties this summer 
across the UK & Ireland. 
 
We have an esteemed record of producing award-winning TV programming across factual and entertainment 
formats, reality and documentary. Some of our productions include When Björk Met Attenborough (Channel 4), 
Take That: Look Back Don't Stare (ITV1), Sleeping with the Family (MTV), PAYDAY (Channel 4), as well as the 
forthcoming ITV1 primetime docu-soap series The Cruise Ship. 
 
PULSE DISTRIBUTION 
 
Pulse nurture campaigns and audiences from production stage, giving us a leading position to strategise 
distribution along every stage of the film value chain. From theatrical to digital, our bespoke release campaigns 
draw on Pulse’s expertise in film, TV, music, brand partnerships and live events. We create value through 
innovation, engaging directly with fan bases and pushing the boundaries of a viewer’s experience. 
 
Summer 2014 saw Pulse release The Dirties, a dark-comedy endorsed by cult-hero Kevin Smith and THE 
POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS the film on Edwyn Collins in Fall 2014. 

http://www.pulsefilms.com/

